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Abstract: The notion of intuitionistic fuzzy sets was introduced by Atanassov as a 

generalization of the notion of fuzzy sets. Using the notion of ”belongingness )( ” 

and ”quasi-coincidence )(q ” of fuzzy points with fuzzy sets, we introduce the 

concept of an intuitionistic ),(  -fuzzy vH -submodules of an vH -modules, 

where },,{ q  }.,,,{ qqq   The concept of a homomorphism of 

intuitionistic ),(  -fuzzy vH -submodule is considered, and some interesting 

properties are investigated.                                              
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1. Introduction 
Hyperstructures represent a natural extension of classical algebraic structures and 

they were introduced by the French mathematician Marty in 1934 [26].     

Algebraic hyperstructures are a suitable generalization of classical algebraic 

structures. In a classical algebraic structure, the composition of two elements is an 

element, while in an algebraic hyperstructure, the composition of two elements is a 

set. Since then, hundreds of papers and several books have been written on this topic, 

see [15, 17, 22, 29]. A short review of this theory appears in [15]. A recent book on 

hyperstructures [17] points out their applications in fuzzy and rough set theory, 

cryptography, codes, automata, probability, geometry, lattices, binary relations, 

graphs and hypergraphs. Vougiouklis [29] introduced a new class of hyperstructures, 
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the so-called vH -structures. The vH -structures are hyperstructures where equality 

is replaced by non-empty intersection. 

Another book [22] is devoted especially to the study of hyperring theory. Several 

kinds of hyperrings are introduced and analyzed. The volume ends with an outline of 

applications in chemistry and physics, analyzing several special kinds of 

hyperstructures: e -hyperstructures and transposition hypergroups. The theory of 

suitable modified hyperstructures can serve as a mathematical background in the 

field of quantum communication systems. 

 

Given a set H , a fuzzy subset of H  (or a fuzzy set in H ) is, by definition, 

an arbitrary mapping ]1,0[: H  where ]1,0[  is the closed interval in reals 

whose endpoints are 0  and .1  This important concept of a fuzzy set has been 

introduced by Zadeh in [31]. Since then, many papers on fuzzy sets appeared 

showing the importance of the concept and its applications (see, for example,  

[1, 14, 16, 24]).   

After the introduction of fuzzy sets by Zadeh, there have been a number 

of generalizations of this fundamental concept. The notion of intuitionistic 

fuzzy sets introduced by Atanassov [2, 6] is one among them. An intuitionistic 

fuzzy set gives both a membership degree and a non-membership degree. The 

membership and non-membership values induce an indeterminacy index, which 

models the hesitancy of deciding the degree to which an object satisfies a particular 

property. As the basis for the study of intuitionistic fuzzy set theory, 

many operations and relations over intuitionistic fuzzy sets were introduced 

[3-6]. Many concepts in fuzzy set theory were also extended to intuitionistic 

fuzzy set theory, such as intuitionistic fuzzy relations, intuitionistic L -fuzzy 

sets, intuitionistic fuzzy implications, intuitionistic fuzzy grade of hypergroups, 

intuitionistic fuzzy logics, and the degree of similarity between intuitionistic 

fuzzy sets, etc., [12, 13, 18]. Cristea and Davvaz in [18] introduced connections 

between hypergroupoids and Atanassov’s intuitionistic fuzzy. In [7] Biswas applied 

the concept of intuitionistic fuzzy sets to the theory of groups and studied 

intuitionistic fuzzy subgroups of a group. Davvaz et al. [23] considered the 

intuitionistic fuzzy sets for vH -modules. Recently, Dudek et al. [24] considered 

the intuitionistic fuzzification of sub-hyperquasigroups in a hyperquasigroup 

and investigated some properties of such hyperquasigroups. 

The idea of quasi-coincidence of a fuzzy point with a fuzzy set, which 

is mentioned in [27], played a vital role to generate some different types of 

fuzzy subgroups. Bhakat and Das [9, 10] gave the concepts of ),(  -fuzzy 

subgroups by using the notion of ”belongingness )( ” and ”quasi-coincidence )(q ” 

between a fuzzy point and a fuzzy subgroup, where  ,  are any two of 

},,,{ qqq   with ,q  and introduced the concept of an ),( q -

fuzzy subgroup. In [11] ),( q -fuzzy subrings and ideals defined. In [20] Davvaz 

defined ),( q -fuzzy subnearring and ideals of a near ring. In [25] Jun and Song 

initiated the study of ),(  -fuzzy interior ideals of a semigroup.  

In [8] Bhakat defined )( q -level subsets of a fuzzy set. In [28] Shabir, Jun 

et al. studied characterizations of regular semigroups by ),(  -fuzzy ideals. 
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In [30] Yuan, Li et al. redefined ),(  -intuitionistic fuzzy subgroups. Davvaz 

and Corsini initiated the study of ),(  -Fuzzy vH -Ideals of vH -Rings in [21]. 

This paper continues this line of research. 

 

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 some fundamental definitions 

on fuzzy sets and IF sets are explored, and in Section 3 we present some 

fundamental definitions on vH -structures, in Section 4 we define intuitionistic 

 ),(  -fuzzy with vH -submodules. Section 5 we define homomorphisms of 

intuitionistic ),(  -fuzzy vH -submodules, and give several examples and then 

establish some useful theorems. 

 

2. Fuzzy sets and intuitionistic fuzzy sets 

The concept of a fuzzy set in a non-empty set was introduced by Zadeh [31] in 

1965. Let H be a non-empty set. A mapping ]1,0[: H  is called a fuzzy 

set in .H  The complement of  , denoted by 
c , is the fuzzy set in H given by 

)(1)( xxc   for all .Hx  

 

For any ]1,0[t  and fuzzy set   of ,H  the set 

})(|{),( txHxtU    (respectively, })(|{),( txHxtL   ) 

is called an upper (respectively, lower) t -level cut of  . 

 

Definition 2.1. Let f  be a mapping from a set X into a set Y . Let μ be a fuzzy set in X 

and   be a fuzzy set in Y . Then the inverse image )(1 f  of  is a fuzzy set in X  

defined by 

))(())((1 xfxf  
for all .Xx  

The image f(μ) of μ is the fuzzy set in Y defined by 


















 






)(,0

)(),(sup

))((
1

1

)(1

yf

yfx

yf
yfx

 

for all .Yy  

 We have always   ))(( 1ff  and )).((1  ff   

 

Definition 2.2. An intuitionistic fuzzy set A  in a non-empty set X  is an 

object having the form 

},|))(),(,{( XxxxxA AA    

w h e r e  t h e  f u n c t i o n s  ]1,0[: XA  a n d ]1,0[: XA  d en o t e  t h e  d e g r e e 

of membership (namely )(xA ) and the degree of nonmembership (namely 

)(xA ) of each element Xx  with respect to the set A , respectively, and 

1)()(0  xx AA   for all Xx . For the sake of simplicity, we shall use the 
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symbol ),( AAA   for the intuitionistic fuzzy set }|))(),(,{( XxxxxA AA   . 

 

 

3. vH -Structures 

Let H be a nonempty set and let  HP  be the set of all nonempty subsets 

of H. A hyperoperation on H is a map  HPHH :.  and the couple 

 ,H  is called a hypergroupoid (or hyperstructure). If A and B are nonempty subsets 

of H, then we denote 

    
Bb
Aa

baBAxAxABxBx




 ;;  

A hypergroupoid  ,H  is called a semihypergroup if for all ,,, Hzyx   we 

have     ,zyxzyx   which means that 


zyvyxu

vxzu
..

..


  

We say that a semihypergroup  ,H  is a hypergroup if for all  ,Hx  we 

Have .HxHHx   

A hyperstructure  ,H  is called an vH -semigroup if 

    , zyxzyx   

for all .,, Hzyx   

 

Definition 3.1. [29] An vH -ring is a system  ,,R  with two hyperoperations 

satisfying the following axioms: 

(i)  ,R  is an vH -group, i.e., 

    , zyxzyx   for all ,,, Rzyx   

RxRRx   for all ,Rx  

(ii)  ,R  is an vH -semigroup, 

(iii) “.” is weak distributive with respect to “ + ”, i.e., for all ,,, Rzyx   

.( ) ( . ) ( . ) , ( ). ( . ) ( . )x y z x y x z x y z x z y z        . 

An vH -group  ,R  is called a weak commutative vH -group if 

  ,)(  yxxy   for all ., Ryx   

 

Definition 3.2. [29] A nonempty set M is called an vH -module over an vH -ring R 

if  ,M  is a weak commutative vH -group and there exists a map 

  xrxrMPMR .),(,:.   

such that for all Rba ,  and ,, Myx   we have 
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    .)..()..(

,..).(

,..).(













xbaxba

ayaxayx

yaxayxa







 

We note that an vH -module is a generalization of a module. For more 

definitions, results and applications on vH -ring, we refer the reader to [29]. 

Note that by using fuzzy sets, we can consider the structure of vH -module on 

any ordinary module. 

 

Example 3.3. [19]  Let M be an ordinary module over an ordinary ring 

R, and let A  be a fuzzy set in M and B  be a fuzzy set in R. We define 

Hyperoperations ",,"   and "."  as follows: 

 )()(| yxzRzyx AA    for all ,, Ryx   

 ).()(| yxzRzyx AA    for all ,, Ryx   

 )()(| yxzMzyx BB    for all ,, Myx   

 ).()(|. xrzMzyx BB    for all Rr  and ,Mx  

respectively. Then 

(i) ),,( R  is an vH -ring. 

(ii) ,.),( R  is an vH -module over the vH -ring ).,,( R  

Let M be an vH -module over an vH -ring R. A non-empty subset S of M 

is called an left (right) vH -submodule if the following conditions hold: 

(i) ),( S  is an vH -subgroup of ),,( M  

 (ii) )..(. SRSSSR   

 

Definition 3.4. [23] An intuitionistic fuzzy set ),( AAA   in M is called 

an intuitionistic fuzzy vH -submodule of M  if 

 (1) )()()( zyx A
yxz

AA  


  for all ,, Myx   

(2)  for  a l l  ,, Mxa   there  ex is t  Mzy ,  such  that     )( azyax    

and  ),()()()( zyax AAAA    

(3) )()(
.

zy A
yxz

A  


   for all My  and ,Rx  

(4) )()()( zyx A
yxz

AA  


  for all ,, Myx   

(5)  for  a l l  ,, Mxa   there  ex is t  Mzy ,  such  that     )( azyax    

and  ),()()()( zyax AAAA    

(6) )()(
.

zy A
yxz

A  


   for all My  and .Rx  

 

Notation 3.5.  Let A  be a fuzzy set in M. We defind 
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}.)(,|{)Im( yxMxMy AA    

 

 

 

 

4. Intuitionistic ),(  Fuzzy vH Submodules 

 
Definition 4.1. [9] Let   be a fuzzy subset of R. If there exist a ]1,0(t  

and an Rx  such that 














xy

xyt
y

,0

,
)(  

Then μ is called a fuzzy point with support x and value t and is denoted by .tx  

 

Definition 4.2. [9] Let   be a fuzzy subset of R and tx  be a fuzzy point. 

(1) If tx )( , then we say tx  belongs to μ, and write .tx  

(2) If 1)(  tx , then we say tx  is quasi-coincident with μ, and write .qxt  

(3)   tt xqx  or .qxt  

(4)   tt xqx  and .qxt  

 

In what follows, unless otherwise specified,   and   will denote any one of 

qq  ,,  or q with q , which was introduced by Bhakat and Das 

[10]. Indeed, the most viable generalization of Rosenfelds fuzzy subgroup is the 

),(  -fuzzy subgroup. Based on [9], we can extend the concept of ),(  -fuzzy 

subgroups to the concept of intuitionistic ),(  -fuzzy vH -submodule. 

 

Definition 4.3. [21] Let R be an vH -ring. A fuzzy subset A of R is said to 

be an ),(  -fuzzy left (right) vH -ideals of R if for all ]1,0(, rt , 

(1) Ayx tr ,  implies Az tr   for all yxz  , 

(2) Aax tr , implies Ay tr   for some Ry  with yax  , 

(3) Aax tr , implies Az tr   for some Rz  with azx  , 

(4) Ayt and Rx  imply Azt  for all yxz .  

( Axt  and Ry  imply Azt  for all yxz . ). 

 

In what follows, let M denote an vH -module over an vH -ring R unless 

other wise specified. We start by defining the notion of intuitionistic ),(  - 

fuzzy vH -submodules. 

 

Def ini t ion  4.4.  An intui t ionis t ic  fuzzy se t  ),( AAA   in  M  i s  said 
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to be an intuitionistic ),(  -fuzzy left (right) vH -submodule of M if for all 

],1,0(, rt  

(1) For all ,, Myx   Art yx ,  implies 
Art

z 


 for all yxz  , 

(2) For all ,, Max   Art ax ,  implies Artzy  )(  for some Mzy ,  with 

),()( azyax    

(3) For all ,, MyRx   Aty  implies Atz   for all ,.yxz  

(For all ,, MyRx   Aty  implies Atz   for all xyz . ), 

(4) For all ,, Myx   Art yx ,  implies Artz   for all yxz  ,  

(5) For all ,, Max   Art ax ,  implies Artzy  )(  for some Mzy ,  with 

),()( azyax    

 (6) For ,, MyRx   Aty  implies Atz   for all ,.yxz  

(For all ,, MyRx   Aty  implies Atz   for all xyz . ), 

 

where rtzy  )( , i.e., rty    and rtz  . Also, the symbol   means   does not hold 

for all }.,,,{ qqq   

 

Let R be an vH -ring. Then a fuzzy subset A  of M is said to be an anti 

),(  -fuzzy left (right) vH -submodule of M if it satisfies the conditions (4)-(6) 

of Definition 4.4. 

 

In this paper we present all the proofs for left vH -submodules. Similar 

results hold for right vH -submodules. 

 

Example 4.5. Let  dcbaM ,,,  and  .,, cbaR  Let operation “.” and 

hyperoperation “+” and defied by the following tables 

 

                                           

  

 

 

   

 

 

L e t    a n d    b e  t w o  f u z z y  s u b s e t  o f  M  s u c h  t h a t  6.0)( a  

 8.0)()()(  bcd   and 3.0)()()()(  dcba  . Then ),(   is an 

intuitionistic ),( q -fuzzy vH -submodule of M. 

 

Proof. μ is an ),( q -fuzzy vH -ideal of M (see [21]). So, it is easy to see 

that   satisfies the conditions (4)-(6) of Definition 4.4. 

 

 
 

 dabcdd

bcadcc

cdbabb

dcbaa

dcba

,

,

,



dddad

cccac

bbbab

aaaaa

dcba0
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Lemma 4.6.  Let ),( AAA   be an intuitionistic fuzzy set in M .  Then 

for all Mx  and ]1,0(t , we have 

(1) .C
AtAt xqx    

(2) .C
AtAt qxqx    

 

Proof. 

(1) Let Mx  and ].1,0(t  Then, we have 

C
At

C
A

A

AAt

x

tx

tx

txqx

















)(

)(1

1)(

 

 

(2) Let Mx  and ].1,0(t Then, we have 

             At qx  or AtAt xqx   

1)(  txA or txA  )( 

txC

A )( or txC

A  )(1  

C

Atx  or C

Atqx  

                                                .C
At qx   

 

L e t  .,,, qqq   W e  w r i t e  ,,,, qqq   r e s p e c t i v e l y . 

It is obvious that .    

 

Definition 4.7. Let ]1,0[t  and μ is a fuzzy set in M. Then, the set 

}|{),(  txMxtU   (respectively, }),|{),(  txMxtL   

is called an upper (respectively, lower) t -level cut of  . 

 

Theorem 4.8. Let ),( AAA   is an intuitionistic ),(  -fuzzy vH -submodule of 

M, then the set )),((),( tUtU AA    is an vH -submodule of M for all ),Im( At   

where

)}).,(),,{(),(()},(),,(),,(),,{(),( qqqqqqqq    

 

Proof. We only prove the case of ).,(),( q The others are analogous. 

We must show that 

(i) ),(),(),( tUatUtUa AAA    for all ),,( tU A  
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(ii) ).,(),(. tUtUR AA    

 

Case (i). Suppose that ]1,0[)Im(  At  and let ).,(, tUxa A  By definition, we 

have Ata   and .Atx   Hence taA )(  and .)( txA   

Since A  is an ),( q -fuzzy vH -submodule of M. It follows from condition 

(1) of Definition 4.4 that  At qz   for all xaz   and .axz   Which 

implies 

Atz   for all xaz   and .axz   

Therefore 

 ),( tUxa A  and ).,( tUax A  

On the other hand, since ).,(, tUxa A  Thus ., Att xa   By condition (2) 

of Definition 4.4, we have 

At qzy  )(  for some Mzy ,  with ),()( azyax   

which implies 

Aty    and .Atz   

Thus ),( tUy A  and ).,( tUz A  This proves that 

),(),( tUatU AA    and ,),(),( atUtU AA    

for all ).,( tUa A  

Case (ii). Let Rx , ).,( tUy A  Hence .Aty   Since ),( AAA   is an 

intuitionistic ),( q -fuzzy vH -submodule of M. It follows from conditions 

(3) of Definition 4.4 that 

At qz 
 
 for all ..yxz  

Thus .Atz   Then ),( tUz A  and so 

).,(. tUyx A  

Therefore 

).,(),(. tUtUR AA    

This completes the proof. 

 

Corollary 4.9. Let A  is an ),(  -fuzzy vH -submodule of M, then the set 

)),((),( tUtU AA    is an vH -submodule of M for all ),Im( At   where

)}).,(),,{(),(()},(),,(),,(),,{(),( qqqqqqqq    

 

Theorem 4.10. Let ),( AAA   is an intuitionistic ),(  -fuzzy vH -submodule of 

M, then the set )),((),( tLtL AA    is an vH -submodule of M for all ),Im( At   

where

)}).,(),,{(),(()},(),,(),,(),,{(),( qqqqqqqq    

 

Proof. We only show ).,(),( q  We must show that 

(i) ),(),(),( tLatLtLa AAA    for all ),,( tL A  

(ii) ).,(),(. tLtLR AA    
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Case (i). Suppose that ]1,0[)Im(  At  and let ).,(, tLxa A  By definition, we 

have Ata   and .Atx   Hence taA )(  and .)( txA   Since ),( AAA   is 

an intuitionistic ),( q -fuzzy vH -submodule of M. It follows from condition (4) 

of Definition 4.4 that 

At qz   for all xaz   and .axz   

Which implies 

Atz   for all xaz   and .axz   

Therefore 

 ),( tLxa A  and ).,( tLax A  

On the other hand, since ).,(, tLxa A  Thus ., Att xa   By condition (5) of 

Definition 4.4, implies 

At qzy  )(  for some Mzy ,  with ),()( azyax   

which implies 

Aty    and .Atz   

Thus ),( tLy A  and ).,( tLz A  This proves that 

),(),( tLatL AA    and ,),(),( atLtL AA    

for all ).,( tLa A  

C a s e  ( i i ) .  L e t  Rx ,  ).,( tLy A  H e n c e  .Aty   S i n c e  A  i s  a n 

anti ),( q -fuzzy vH -submodule of M. It follows from conditions (6) of 

Definition 4.4 that 

At qz   for all ..yxz  

Then ),( tLz A  and so 

).,(. tLyx A  

Therefore 

).,(),(. tLtLR AA    

This completes the proof. 

 

Corollary 4.11. Let A  is an anti ),(  -fuzzy vH -submodule of M, then the set 

)),((),( tLtL AA    is an vH -submodule of M  for all ),Im( At   where

)}).,(),,{(),(()},(),,(),,(),,{(),( qqqqqqqq    

 

5 .  H o m o m o r p h i s m s  o f  I n t u i t i o n i s t i c  ),(  - F u z z y 

vH -Submodules 

 
Definition 5.1. [29] Let 1M  and 2M  be two vH -modules over an vH -ring 

R .  A  m ap p i n g  f  f r o m  1M  i n t o  2M  i s  c a l l e d  a  h o m o m o r p h i s m  i f 

)()()( yfxfyxf   and ),(.).( xfrxrf   

for all 1, Myx   and .Rr  
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Definition 5.2. A fuzzy set μ in a set X is said to have sup property if for 

e v e r y  n o n - e m p t y  s u b s e t  S  o f  X ,  t h e r e  e x i s t s  Sx 0 s u c h  t h a t 

)}({sup)( 0 xx
Sx




  

 

Theorem 5.3. Let 1M  and 2M  be two vH -modules over an vH -ring of 

R and mapping f from 1M  into 2M  be a surjection. Let ),( AAA   is an 

intuitionistic ),(  -fuzzy vH -submodule of 1M  such that A  and A   have sup 

property, then for all ]1,0(t  we have 

(1) )),,(()),(( tUftfU AA    

(2) )),,(()),(( tLftfL AA    

where }.,{ q  

 

Proof. (1)  We only prove the case of .  The others are analogous. 

)).,((

),(,)(

,)(

)(),(

)}({sup

))((

)()),((

1

)(1

tUfy

tUxyxf

xyxf

txyfx

tx

tyf

fytfUy

A

A

At

A

A
yfx

A

AtA































 

 

( 2 )  W e  o n l y  p r o v e  t h e  c a s e  o f  .q  T h e  o t h e r s  a r e  an a l o g o u s . 

)).,((

)(),(

)(

)(1)(

1)}({sup

1))((

)()),((

1

1

1

)(1

tqLfy

yfxallfortqLx

yfxallforqx

yfxallfortx

tx

tyf

fqytfqLy

A

A

At

A

A
yfx

A

AtA



































 

 

 

Corollary 5.4. Let 1M  and 2M  be two vH -modules over an vH -ring of  
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R and mapping f from 1M  into 2M  be a surjection. Let ),( A
c
AA   is an 

intuitionistic ),( q -fuzzy vH -submodule of 1M  such that A   have sup 

property, then for all ]1,0(t  we have 

),),(()),(( tfUtfL c
AA    

where }.,{ q  

 

Corollary 5.5. Let 1M  and 2M  be two vH -modules over an vH -ring of  

R and mapping f from 1M  into 2M  be a surjection.  Let ),( c
AAA   is an 

intuitionistic ),( q -fuzzy vH -submodule of 1M  such that  A  have sup 

property, then for all ]1,0(t  we have 

),),(()),(( tfLtfU c
AA    

where }.,{ q  

 

Theorem 5.6. Let 1M  and 2M  be two vH -modules over an vH -ring of 

R and f from 1M  into 2M  be a map. Let ),( AAA   is an intuitionistic         

),(  -fuzzy vH -submodule of 2M  such that A  and A   have sup property, then 

for all ]1,0(t  we have 

(1) )),,(()),(( 11 tUftfU AA     

(2) )),,(()),(( 11 tLftfL AA     

where }.,{ q  

 

Proof. (1) Let .  We have 

)).,((

),()(

)(

))((

))((

)()),((

1

1

11

tUfx

tUxf

xf

txf

txf

fxtfUx

A

A

At

A

A

AtA































 

The other the cases of (1) can be proven analogously. 

(2) Let .q  We have 
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)).,((

),()(

)(

1))((

1))((

)()),((

1

1

11

tqLfx

tqLxf

qxf

txf

tyf

fqxtfqLx

A

A

At

A

A

AtA































 

The other the cases of (2) can be proven analogously. 

 

Corollary 5.7. Let 1M  and 2M  be two vH -modules over an vH -ring of  

R and f from 1M  into 2M  be a map. Let ),( A
c
AA   is an intuitionistic            

),( q -fuzzy vH -submodule of 2M  such that A   have sup property, then              

for all ]1,0(t  we have 

),),(()),(( 11 tfUtfL c
AA     

where }.,{ q  

 

Corollary 5.8. Let 1M  and 2M  be two vH -modules over an vH -ring of  

R and f from 1M  into 2M  be a map. Let ),( c
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